Isolation of priority polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons from natural sediments and sludge reference materials by an anti-fluorene immunosorbent followed by liquid chromatography and diode array detection.
The selective isolation of PAHs from complex environmental mixtures was accomplished by means of a new methodology based on antigen--antibody interactions. This method consists on the extraction of PAHs from water samples onto an anti-fluorene immunosorbent (IS) followed by liquid chromatography with diode array detection. Environmental sediments and a sludge reference material containing PAHs were analyzed using this methodology in order to validate the performance of the IS for the cleanup procedure of such materials. Sediments were extracted by sonication with dichloromethane/methanol (2:1), and the extracts were brought to a volume of 100 mL of water in order to perform the extraction with the anti-fluorene IS. The reliability of the cleanup achieved by the IS was well demonstrated in the analysis of sediment and sludge complex samples containing the priority PAHs established by the U.S. EPA at concentrations varying from 56 micrograms/kg to 26 mg/kg. Results were compared to those obtained with conventional cleanup procedures showing a better selectivity for PAHs. The chromatograms presented a clear baseline allowing the determination and quantification of PAHs at the ppb level. Using immunosorbents, extraction, trace enrichment, and cleanup were accomplished in only one step.